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Play at GG.bet here

Esports betting is growing at an outstanding rate, and league of legends is one of the most

popular options for match betting. And this is the reason we’ve built this ranking of the best LoL

betting sites so that you can get started the right way.

Our recommended League of legends bookmakers will bring you exclusive benefits such as…

Massive coverage of League of legends matches and events - both mainstream and

niche

Generous welcome bonuses and ongoing promos for league of legends match

betting
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The best odds for league of legends matches

Plenty of betting options

Complete and intuitive bet builders

High-quality streaming for live betting

Highly-rewarding Loyalty programs

Now that you know all the advantages you’ll get, here’s our ranking. so that you can pick a site to

get started today.

Best League of Legends Gambling Sites 2023

Each one of our recommended League of Legends bookmakers is the best in specific areas such

as best for crypto, best for match-up bonuses, best for streaming, etc. To make it easy, pick a site

that delivers exactly what you’re looking for.

�.  GG.bet: Best Overall LoL Betting Site

�.  Thunderpick: Best for Betting with Cryptocurrencies

�.  Loot.bet: Best Streaming for LoL Live Betting

�.  BC.Game: Best Match-Up Bonus

�.  Pinnacle: Best Odds for Betting on LoL

�.  Betway: UK’s Favorite LoL Bookmaker

�. Fezbet: Best LoL Bet Builder

Just sign up using our special links by clicking on the name of the LoL betting site, and you will

obtain a generous welcome bonus.

If you want more info about each bookmaker before making a decision, then find our detailed

reviews below.

1. GG.bet: Best Overall LoL Betting Site

GG.bet is our #1 LoL bookmaker because it ’s great in practically all the areas that matter: bonuses,

odds, coverage of matches, betting options, streaming, live betting and customer support.

For starters, it covers practically all the LoL tournaments and leagues, and GG.bet pays great odds

for all of them, often competing very closely with the highest-paying LoL bookmaker, Pinnacle.

But GG.bet is superior when it comes to bonuses, streaming, and coverage of matches.
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Its live streaming is fast, synced and optimal for live betting, almost as good as Loot.bet. Making it

the most complete LoL betting site in our ranking.

When it comes to bonuses, GG.bet can bring you free bets, a matched-up bonus of 200% extra on

your first deposit, and no deposit bonuses so that you can bet on your favorite LoL matches with

extra benefits.

2. Thunderpick: Best for Betting with Cryptocurrencies

If you want to bet on League of Legends matches with Bitcoin, Ethereum, USDT, or any other

cryptocurrency, then Thunderpick is precisely what you need in your life. However, this bookmaker

offers more than just outstanding support for cryptocurrencies.

Thunderpick is a great League of Legends bookmaker because it covers a wide variety of

tournaments, leagues, and matches, and it pays fair odds. Not as good as GG.bet or Pinnacle, but

they’re good enough for you to join this site.

Furthermore, this betting site also offers a juicy welcome bonus of up to $500 that you can use to

bet on LoL matches. If you want to give your bankroll a boost, especially if you deposit crypto,

then Thunderpick will be your ideal choice.

3. Loot .bet: Best Streaming for League of Legends Live Betting

Since many prefer live betting over pre-match betting, we’ve included a site that is the best for

Loot.bet and in-game betting, and that ’s Loot.bet. On top of that, this bookmaker has been

engineered to feel like a videogame, making your betting experience even more exciting.

Loot.bet offers synced and fast streaming for a wide myriad of LoL matches so that you can exploit

live betting opportunities at the right time. And since this is a gamified betting site, the platform

will offer you exclusive bonuses to incentivize you to bet more, so you can take advantage of this

unique feature.

This betting site also offers good odds and huge betting markets for in-game betting, so that you

can find the perfect betting opportunities regardless of the match you’re betting on.

4. BC.Game: Best Match Up Bonus

When it comes to match-up bonuses, no other LoL bookmaker can compete against BC.Game,

because it offers massive match-up bonuses for up to 1,260x, which is more than enough to take

your bankroll to the next level.

BC.Game is also an ideal LoL betting site for high rollers because it has high limits for deposits and

withdrawals without complicated KYC procedures. You can deposit and withdraw big money

without problems. And since you can take advantage of the huge match-up bonuses, you will

obtain a lot more in return for every deposit you make.
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Furthermore, it ’s also an ideal bookmaker for live betting. Not as good as Loot.bet, but its

streaming service and live betting features are amongst the best in the industry.

5. Pinnacle: Best Odds for Betting on League of Legends

If your only need is to find a League of Legends bookmaker that pays the highest odds, then

Pinnacle is the place to be at. After comparing Pinnacle against other LoL bookmakers, we’ve

found out that this is the site with the best odds for practically all the events and betting markets.

And the power of Pinnacle is amplified when you go for combination bets, because the higher

odds will stack up and allow you to win even more with your predictions.

Furthermore, because Pinnacle covers both mainstream and lesser-known LoL tournaments,

leagues and events, you will have access to a wide variety of matches with excellent odds, so that

you can have available betting opportunities 24/7.

6. Betway: UK’s Favorite LoL Bookmaker

If you’re betting from the UK and you want to join a well-established bookmaker with a solid

record in this part of the world, then Betway will be the ideal choice for you. It ’s a highly regulated

bookie, so you can trust it.

Betway pays good odds for LoL matches and it covers several tournaments and leagues. Even

though it doesn’t have as much coverage as other options such as GG.bet, Thunderpick or

Loot.bet, it ’s still good enough.

If you want to venture into LoL match betting from a trusted, reputable and classic bookie, then

Betway will be the perfect choice for you.

7. Fezbet: Best LoL Bet Builder

Many bettors want to go beyond single bets, because combination and system bets can greatly

increase the odds, bringing you a higher potential ROI. And that ’s why you need a proper bet

builder, just like what Fezbet offers: the best bet builder for League of Legends match betting.

For example, Fezbet offers a free bet if any betting option in your bet builder lets you down. Even

though this is a one-time offer, it ’s enough to show you that Fezbet is focused on being the LoL

bookmaker with the best bet builder. And you can find more bonuses that are exclusive for the bet

builder.

This bookmaker will allow you to include a vast myriad of betting options in the builder, and since

they pay highly competitive odds, you can expect to obtain a significant ROI if your predictions

happen to be correct.
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The only thing we don’t like about Fezbet is that its mobile website could be better and that they

should release a mobile app because that would make it a complete LoL bookmaker.

How to Join a LoL Gambling Bookmaker in 5 Steps

So that you can start betting on LoL matches with the exclusive benefits that our recommended

bookmaker offers you, here’s how you can join any of them in just 5 steps:

�. Choose a LoL betting site from our ranking based on your needs and goals

�. Join it by using our special link (click on the name of the bookmaker)

�. Activate your account

�. Make your first deposit

�. Start betting on LoL matches!

It ’s that simple because our chosen Legaue of Legends bookmakers have simplified the signup

process as much as possible so that you can start betting and winning today!

Method for Choosing the Best League of Legends
Bookmakers

You need a specialized LoL bookmaker, a platform that covers as many LoL events and matches

as possible, brings you the best odds, and plenty of betting options, along with other exclusive

benefits. That ’s why we have considered the following factors when building this ranking:

1. Gambling License

For a LoL bookmaker to be legal and safe to use, it ’s important for it to have a valid gambling

license. We look for licenses issued by any of the following licensing jurisdictions:

Isle of Man Gambling License

Curacao Gambling License

Malta Gaming Authority Gambling License

Kahnawake Gambling License

Gibraltar Gambling License

Alderney Gambling License



This will guarantee that the bookmaker is legal, regulated, and supervised so that you can enjoy a

safe LoL match betting experience.

2. Terms and Conditions

This is the most excruciating part of analyzing a LoL bookmaker because it implies reading,

interpreting and reviewing several pages of legal documents. We do this to guarantee that…

The bookmaker will protect your information properly

The site won’t ban you based on unjustified reasons

The wagering requirements and restrictions for the bonuses will be fair

All in all, we make sure that the TC won’t violate your rights and put you under unfavorable

conditions that might lead to losing access to your account and/or getting your funds frozen. Our

recommended LoL betting sites will protect you.

3. Coverage of League of Legends Matches

A good LoL bookmaker needs to cover as many matches and events as possible, be it mainstream

or niche. That ’s why all of our recommended sites will give you access to matches from leagues

and events such as:

World Championship

The Mid-Season Invitational

League of Legends European Championship (LEC)

League of Legends Championship Series (LCS)

League of Legends Pro League (LPL)

League of Legends Japan League

League of Legends Champions Korea

These are the most important and notorious tournaments, but our bookmakers also cover lesser-

known tournaments, as well as other esports events such as Dota 2 gambling events, and niche

matches so that you can access even more betting opportunities. Some of these include:

Campeonato Brasileiro de League of Legends

League of Legends Circuit Oceania
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Turkish Championship League

European Masters

Liga Latinoamérica

Vietnam Championship Series B

Vietnam Championship Series

League of Legends Continental League

División de Honor

Demacia Cup/Championship

LCL Open Cup

North America Proving Grounds Circuit

Northern League of Legends Championship

LVP Superliga

Stars League

Greek Legends League

Volcano League

And the list goes on, because you won’t have a shortage of betting opportunities for League of

Legends matches.

4. Betting Options

Our recommended LoL bookmakers also offer you plenty of betting options, so that you can build

your own bets or simply go for singles. Here are some of the betting options you’ll have at your

disposal:

Moneyline

Totals

Spreads

Intervals



First blood

First to slay a Baron

Futures

You will have access to many options, such as betting on the team to get the first blood during

the next 15 minutes since the match started, betting on the winner of the World Championship,

betting on how long the match will last, etc.

5. Odds for LoL Matches

Simply put, we check if the league of legends bookmaker is paying more than the average of the

industry. If it ’s a clear yes, then we consider it for further reviewing. We make sure that the site pays

high odds consistently, so that you can get the best value at any time. Furthermore, some of our

bookmakers might increase the odds thanks to the exclusive bonuses known as “Super Odds”, so

that you can make even more money.

6. Live Streaming and Live Betting

Some of the best betting opportunities are found during the match, and that ’s why a proper LoL

bookmaker also needs to bring you a high-quality live streaming service, along with powerful live

betting capabilities. This is exactly what our sites will offer you, especially if you join Loot.bet,

which offers the best live streaming and live betting for league of legends matches.

7. Bonuses and Promotions

The bonuses and promotions will play an essential role in your betting experience because they

will bring more resources to increase your bankroll. Furthermore, bonuses such as free bets give

you a green light to bet on riskier options such as betting on the first blood of a specific team

within a time interval, without risking your own money.

That ’s why we’ve only selected league of legends betting sites that offer generous bonuses that

will take your betting experience to the next level.

8. Loyalty Rewards Program

You deserve to get the most benefits if you become a regular user of league of legends

bookmaker, and that ’s why we’ve only picked sites that offer a solid Loyalty Rewards program, such

as exclusive bonuses, discounts, cashback, rakeback, etc. The more you bet at our recommended

sites, the more prizes you will obtain, bringing you a higher potential ROI, especially in the long

run.

9. Payment Methods



For a League of Legends bookmaker to offer you a good betting experience, it ’s critical for it to

offer several payment methods ranging from debit/credit cards to cryptocurrencies, so that you

can administer your money the way you wish.

In addition, our recommended sites offer the lowest fees for withdrawals, zero fees for deposits

and fast processing times.

10. Online Security

Our recommended LoL betting sites implement the most advanced technology to protect your

money and private information when using their services. From using a SSL certificate to shielding

the servers against DDoS attacks, our selected bookmakers are capable of protecting you online

when betting at their sites.

11. Mobile Experience

Chances are you also want to bet from your smartphone or tablet, because it ’s more practical and

you can do it from anywhere. That ’s why we have only selected LoL betting sites that work great

on mobile, so you can play from any iOS or Android mobile device with ease.

12. Customer Support

We also check how well a site scores in the customer support department, because sooner or

later you will need specific answers or solutions to issues you will face. That ’s why we only select

bookmakers with multiple channels such as email, phone and live chat, and with a fast response

time.

How to Bet on League of Legends Matches like a Pro

If you have never bet on LoL matches before, worry not. This practical guide will guide you

through the different betting options along with solid strategies to make bank.

Betting Options for LoL Matches

Our recommended sites bring you a wide myriad of betting options ranging from moneyline bets

to special bets such as betting on the team that will get the first blood. Here you have a quick

recap of the most popular LoL betting options:

Match winner

Team to win a specific map

First blood

Intervals



Maps total under/over

Correct score

Team to score most kills

Number of total kills

First tower destroyed

First Inhibitor destroyed

First Byron killed

First team to get “X” number of kills

Both teams will slay a Dragon

Quadra Kill

Penta Kill

Total Gold over/under

Be it that you want to go for single bets or use several of these options to build a massive

combination bet, now you have the necessary knowledge to get started with LoL match betting.

Best Strategies for LoL Betting

Here you have some of the most effective LoL match betting strategies so that you can start

growing your bankroll like the professionals:

Create an exclusive bankroll for LoL match betting

Decide what percentage of your bankroll you’ll use in every bet

Decide what percentage of your bankroll will go towards low-risk, medium-risk and

high-risk bets, so that you can administer it the right way

Set up profit goals so that you can cash out your winnings on time

Set up loss limits so that you can kill bad streaks right off the bat

Learn to analyze LoL matches before the event takes place, by checking previous

performances of the teams, stats from past encounters, context of the new match,

etc.



Remember to only bet money you can risk losing, otherwise the emotional and psychological

pressure will be too much for you to handle, and that ’s the quickest way to burn your entire

bankroll. Gamble smartly and with responsibility.

Frequently Asked Questions (F.A.Q)

We’ve browsed different forums and communities to find out what are the most frequently asked

questions about League of Legends bookmakers, to answer them in one single place.

What LoL betting site has the best odds?

Pinnacle offers the highest odds for practically all the LoL events and matches. After comparing it

against all the existing LoL bookmakers, we’ve found out that Pinnacle pays the most, be it for pre-

match or live betting.

Can you bet on LoL matches for free?

Yes, you can bet for free by claiming the free money and free bet bonuses that our recommended

LoL bookmakers put at your disposal. Be aware that they come attached to a wagering

requirement, but we’ve made sure only to pick sites that make it easy for you to unlock the

winnings that you obtain with the free money or free bets bonuses.

Is LoL match betting legal?

Yes, LoL match betting is legal in practically all regions of the world. Especially since our

bookmakers are licensed and regulated, you can bet on all the League of Legends matches you

want without problems. However, it ’s worth checking your local laws regarding online esports

betting just to make sure that it ’s a legal activity.

Can you bet on LoL matches with bitcoin?

Yes, bookmakers like Thunderpick allow you to bet on LoL matches with Bitcoin as well as with

other cryptocurrencies such as ETH, USDT, DOGE, etc. You can also claim exclusive bonuses when

depositing crypto, so that ’s another benefit that you will get when using bitcoin for betting on LoL.

Find More on Esports Betting

 https://newsdirect.com/news/best-csgo-gambling-sites-2023-find-the-top-

games-and-bonuses-226805464 

 https://newsdirect.com/news/best-esports-betting-sites-top-esports-

bookmakers-for-games-and-bonuses-475628115   
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